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Can we invert for shallow long-period volcanic sources with significant
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Most of the reported moment-tensor (MT) solutions for long- and very-long-period (LP and VLP, respectively)
events on volcanoes suggest a tensile crack as the most likely source mechanism. However, numerous studies
showed that LP wavefield is extremely sensitive to the joint heterogeneity-topography effect, which is very difficult
(if not impossible) to model accurately. Thus, the mismodelling of the volcanic structure (additionally combined
with the inclusion of single forces in many reported LP inversions) may lead to unreliable MT solutions. In addition,
there is an inherent difficulty in reliably decomposing moment-tensor in a noisy environment, even if a unique
geometry such as a shear-tensile crack is chosen. Regardless of the outlined difficulties, the tensile crack model
is adopted as representative for volcanic LP sources and it is commonly used to support the existing LP source
models. In this work we test our ability to invert for a shallow double-couple source (commonly neglected source
component in LP inversions) in a heterogeneous volcanic environment. In order to resemble realistic scenarios, the
tests are performed using a synthetic dataset calculated for a heterogeneous volcanic medium (with topography),
while the inversions are performed using the Green’s functions calculated in a homogeneous volcanic medium.
Since some recent LP observations include the waveforms containing permanent static offsets (like in the near
field of an earthquake), we investigate the best practices to include these offsets into LP inversions in order to
improve the reliability of MT solutions. Our results are discussed in terms of implications they may have to the
currently proposed LP source models.

